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conventional water treaonent plants, r the unit operations such as rapid 
mixing, floccillation, sedimentation, 
filtration and disinfection are used. All 
these pretreatment units lead to an 
increase in operational and capital 
costs. In some cases depending on the 
raw water characteristics, few of these 
unit operations can be eliminated. 
Direct filtration is one of the recent 
developments in the filtration processes. 
This nitration system is being designed 
with only screening, coagulant addition, 
rapid-mixing and flocculation prior to 
filtration. Contact flocculati~n-filtration 

is a further modification of direct 
filtration, with only chemical holding 
tat1k in the pretreatment unit. Therefore, 
large capital and operational cost sav
ings can be achieved by this process 
(Figure 1) ifit is technically feasible for 
the raw water to be treated. The main 
drawback of this treatment method is 
the frequent clogging of the filter bed, 
since the total removal of the suspended 
matter occurs within the filter bed. 
Therefore, the filter bed requires fre
quent backwashing. This frequent filter 
bed clogging problem during contact 
flocculation-filtration has led to the 
development of mobile bed filters. This 
type of filter arrangement is designed 
such that the filter grains at the bottom 
layer are recycled to the top of the filter 
bed using an air-lift system. Here the 
recycled filter grains are washed con
tinuously. This process eliminates the 
problem of backwashing and functions 
as a continuous filter. There exists 
several types of design for mobile bed 
filtration. I •2 • J •• 

Mathematical fonnulation of suspended 
solids removal in contact-flocculation 
filtration is complex since both floccu

lation and suspended solids removal 
occur within the filter bed itself. In this 
study, a mathematical fonnulation 
based on O'Melia and Alis' modeP was 
developed for contact flocculation
filtration incorporating the flocculation 
phenomena in ideal conditions. This 
model was then extended to mobile bed 
filtration with contact flocculation
filtration arrangement and verified with 
laboratory-scale mobile bed filter ex
perimental results obtained. 

Modelling 

Contact floccuta lion /iteration 
O'Melia-Alis' model for deep bed 
filtration was modified for contact
flocculation filtration with the following 
assumptions. 
It is assumed that no floc formation 
takes place before the suspension
floc cuiant mixture reaches the filter 
bed. 
When this flocculant-suspension mixture 
passes through the proes of the filter 
bed, the headloss is developed which 
results in a velocity gradient within the 
filter bed. Due to this velocity gradient, 
particles aggregate in the fonn of flocs 
within the filter bed. 
This cha'nge in velocity gradient due to 
headloss development leads to the floc 
growth and facilitates the retention of 
particles in the filter medium.
 
All floes are spherical in shape.
 

At a particular filtratIon time (t) and at 
a fixed filter depth interval (6. L) aU the 
floes have same diameter. ie df{L,t) = 

constant. 
The single collector removal efficiency 

('?Jr)	 for deep bed filtration is defined l 

as: 

Rate at which panicles Nx strike 
and attach the filter grain + Rate at 
which particles strike and attach a 
particle collector 

0I\l="	 . 

Rate at which particles flow to
wards the collector 

(1) 

Where N is the number of retained 
particles acting as a collector. 

But, in the case of contact-flocculation 
filtration process, the particles wiU be 
present in the fonn of flocs, as the 
flocculation occurs within the filter bed. 
Therefore the exp~ession for?'], has to be 
modified. Table I illustrates the pattern 
of change in diameter and number of 
flocs with time. 
The calCUlation of floc diameter requires 
an experimental investigation with 
laboratory-scale flocculation unit with 
the same raw water to be treated and it 
is discussed later. 
If one assumes, a size distribution of 
flocs as given in Table r; then the 
equation for (~R) will be modified as: 

TABLE I: Floc growth profile at a given filter depth 

Time Floc diameter (dj) No or floc 

o dF(L,O) No(L,O) 
0- 6t dF(L.6l) N1(L,6t) 

6t - 26t dF(L,261) N,(L,261) 

26t - 36t dF(L,36t) N,(L,JL:lt) 

(n-I)6 t - n(6 t) dF(L,t) 

'.
 



! 
Ko(L,O)·(dr(L.O») +! 

N1(L.Ot)· (df(L,Or» + 

!
a-n·(~/")·dCl'V·nr·(L,t) + aF·nr·(~/") ·V·nr(L.t) Nn(L,t)-(drlL,t» 

[~j 'd/. V, "FlL,r) 

(2) 
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Figure 1: Direct filtration and contact-flocculation filtration process 
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Figure 2: The send leyer movement pattern 

Rearrangement of the above equation 
yields: 

(3) 

Where J};7F	 are the contact effici
encies of a tilter grain 
and floc (panicle) col

lector 

a,aF	 are the attachment co

efficients, between filter 
grain to floc and floc to 
floc 

clr ,de	 are the diameters of 
floes and filter grain 

N(L,t)	 is the number of particle 

collector at depth inter

val (L to L+6) Land 
time (t) 

, nF(L,t) is the floc number con
....-/ centration at depth L 

andtimeL 
In the Equation 3 the first term on the 

R.H.S. represents the removal efficiency 
of a single ftlter grain and the second 
term represents the increase in the 
removal bro"ughl by the floes attached 
to the ftlter grain. 

The change of number of particle 
collectors with time can be calculated 
from the following ' equation. 

d N(L,t) • an.B-V.n lL t) .(~/")'d 2 (4)
dt " F' <:: 

where 11 is the fraction of retained floes 
acting as particle collectors. 

The number of particle collectors at a 

given time can be calculated from the 
following equation which is a partial 

differential form of the above equation. 

N(L,t) - N(L,t - Ot) + (nF{L,t - Ot) 

'T(L,t) l·v-A·Ot (5) 

From the mass balance of suspended 
particles removal the following equation 
can be obtained: 

d nF(L,t) d nF(L,t)
 
--'-d-:-t-- + V --d';";L--+
 

(6) 

71( and 'h(L,t) at different depths and 
time can be calculated by solving the 

Equations 3 through 6. Since there is no 
analytical solution, in this study, these 
equations were solved considering "1( 

and 7F(L,t) as step function of time as 
have been treated by O'Melia and Ali' . 
The final equation obtained for 'JR. (at 
depth L and time t) is as follows: 
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(7) 

Kozeny's equalion for the calculation 
of clean bed headloss development is: 

As the filtration proceeds, the specific 
surface (ag ) is modified due to the 
deposition of floes on the filter grains. 
The change of specific surface can be 
calculated in the following manner: 

AC + "1
ag: V+V (9) 

C F 

For the size.distribmion of floes given 
in the Table I, the change in specific 
surface can be written as follows: 

n 0' 

3 n=t	 2 
+ S·O/Nc·dc )· t N (L,t )'(d (L,c )}

i 1 F i 
1~0 

( 10) 
Where, {3'	 is the fraction of the 

total number of retained 
floes, that contribute 
to the additional sur
face. 

Substitudng the above value of(~2) in 
Equation 9, the foHowing equation for 
headloss can be obtained. 

h < ( ) v (1- f) 2 1" L. t )6. K ~l(t) . . ~ . g . -f-3- • ;;Z . 
c 

l n~t 2 
+ SO/Nc'd c ). r N (L,ti.J.(dF(L,t )]i i 

1'0 

( II ) 

There exists no general relationship 
between floc size, velocity gradient and 

Poly"",r 
Oo~ 

To"1< 

,,,llow 
COl'lfrol 

0<:(011$ 

I 

concentration of suspended solids. 
Therefore in the presentswdy. the semi 
emperical equations (12) and (13) 
obtained from Jar Test experiments6 for 
the kaolin clay suspension in the 
presence of Cat Floc-T were llsed to 
calculate the ultimate diameter of floc, 
and floc diameter at different time and 
depth of the filter. 

where, G is in sec. 
du is in J.L m 

The floc diameter at different depths 
and time is given as: 

dF(L,t) ~ 

Du 10& ~ + 0.00l636 G
 
[
 1 - ~ 

+ flog ~ GOu + 0.00l636 .

l l-o;; 

(13) 
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The different steps involved in the	 
1" _ 1 "" '/'t& 1:,:& 

LD	 
•. " a' 1 .... ':& ,proces of floc diameter calculations are	 , 

___ ... _.~4 

~ ,'asummarized here. , 
~,lI:,.C';. .... 'C .. L '" a" A 

Calculan'on of velocity gradient (0): 
The velocity gradient (G) was calculated 
from the following relationship: 

L-~-;"o<3 
• [0 <!l Q 

( 14)	 
100lOO • 

... <Co III 1/.1b, 

Where P is the power dissipated within ,1> f\:' ....... :oiod...J.
 

.tt .. ::~.C'LA ... c .. 1..the filter layer which can be calculated [

lQ \ ,et3from the following relationship:	 ,,, 
, 

o 
u 
~P [lIH(L+AL, [+<It) - AH(L, t+ll~) JQpg ." <3 

D 

( 15) .'L	 " 
un ,..,'-""'" i;. fl'U."ll..J 

Where V is the filter bed volume J,< 

.-1 _ ... 1.1 :a',.lb,of the layer considered 
_ ___ ... :--...1. 

Q	 is the flow rate of the ~ ~~ .. Qol,.. 

suspension 
1....1_ O.0Q6.6 

5' .. :"" 

1 ICalculan'on ofultimate floc diameter:	 " <!l 

The ultimate floc diameter was calculated	 ! l 0 

:t <!l 
using the G values calculated and
 
Equation 12 at different depths and 

D
 

U 10 ~'S 'i4 

time.	 t :""'.1 

Calculation offloc diameter: The floc
 
diameter at different depths and time
 
was then computed using Equation 1-3.
 
It should be noted that the formulation
 
ofEquation 13 was based on Boadway's
 
approach.'
 

Mobile bed with contact flocculation
filtration 
The developed model for fixed bed
 
filters with contact-flocculation filtration
 
arrangement was modified to mobile
 
bed ruters considering the relative
 
approach velocity of suspension with
 
respect to sand layer movement (Vr).
 
The calculation process is briefly sche

matized in Figure 2. The fmal equations
 
for single collector removal efficiency
 
and headloss in the mobile bed filter are
 
as presented below:
 

Figure 4:	 Experimental and theoretical concentration and headloss profiles 
(Media size = O. 10045 em: Polymer dose = 0.05 mgll} 

(V-v r;> ~xperimental 

g A set of experiments were carried out 
t a-~ J with laboratory-scale fixed bed and

(V-V). (-) r [exp(-C-)' (l-O . ~ (L t )}	 2 
r: 4 2 R ' 1-1

1-0 mobile bed filter models. The mobile 
bed filter model used in the study is 

",-t 
presented in Figure 3.+ B'(l/N<:de.~.t N (L,t )·d (L.t )J

1 1	 r i
1-0	 Sand with siz.es ranging from 0.841

(16)	 ( 17) 1.168mm was selected as the filter 
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Mobile bed filtration with contact used for filtration. The value ap(l appear 3 AL ALOUSI, La Filtration dans la 

jIocculao'on-filtracion' 'arrangement: 
As in the case of fixed bed filtration 
model, the clean bed removal efficiency 

ing in the model was found to decrease 
with the increase in filtration velocity 
instead of remaining constant. This is a 

masse en epuration tertiaire D'eaux 
residuaires, unpublished PhD Thesis, 
Academie de Monlpeller, Universitie des 
Sciences et Techniques du languedoc, 

for the mobile bed filtration model, O'.p(l short-coming of this model. France, 1979. 
was calculated from the experimental The removal efficiency of mobile bed 4 TRArTEMENT TERITAlRE, Perform

data. Then C/Co profiles at different 
recycle rate were simulated. It was 

filter (with contact flocculation-filtration 
arrangement) could not be successfully 

ance du Filtre a Sable Temen a Lavage 
Conlinue, Report Agence FinancierF de 
Bassin Scene Normandie. 1979. 

noticed that the C/Co profiles could not simulated for different recycle rates 5 O'MELIA CR and ALI W. The Role of 
be simulated with the same 0'.p13 used for from the modified O'Melia and Ali's Relained Particles in Deep Bed Filtration, 

fixed-bed filter experiments (Figure 4). model incorporating the sand layer Progress in Water Technology. 10, No 

This is the main 
modified model. 

Conclusions 

drawback of the movement using the same value of 01,13 
calculated for the fixed bed filter under 
identical operating conditions. A further 
modification of the model is therefore 

6 
5/6. pp. 123-137,1978. 
UANG AN-SHU, Technical Comparison 
of Direcl F)ltralion and Contact Floccu
Ialion-fillralion process. Mosters' Th est's. 
Asian Institute 0/ Technology. No EV

The O'Melia-Ali's model can be modified essential. 82-11, 1982. 

for contact-flocculation filtration by 
taking into account the flocculation 
phenomena within the filter bed. This 
requires the development of empirical 
equations relating the floc size variation 
with velocity gradient and flocculation 
time from laborat~ry-scale flocculation 
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unit, the pre-thickener will accept the thin sludges and 
increase the solids content by gravity drainage, so reducing 
the hydraulic loading on the main press and enabling it toPlant &� 
operate at optimum conditions. 

Reader Service No.2Products� Coating material 
A new low-bake Duraguard P3353 series of electrostatic 

Analogue pH meter polyester powder paints is launched which it is claimed can 
Ideal for environmental applications, Delta 115 is .robustly 

shorten the process time by 20% and reduce energy
conSln!cted in Noryl to ensure it can withstand the rigours 

consumption by up to 10% over standard polyester and other 
imposed by inexperienced users, and its battery/mains power electrostatic powder, whilst retaining full physical properties. 
option allows complete portability. Over 1000 hours of 

Other features include: 
continuous use are provided by two 9-volt batteries. Extensive new colour range of 30 RAL colours, high
A mirror-backed scale aids precise readings between 0-14 abrasion and chip resistance, typical cure schedule of eight
pH and over the range ±700mY; control facilities are minutes at 180°C, single coat application from 40 to 150 
provided for: pH; mY; calibration; slope; battery check and microns and suitable for use with existing electrostatic 
temperature compensation. There is also the facility for equipment.
automatic temperature compensation if an additional probe Reader Service No. 3 
accessory is fitted.� 
The Delta 115 is supplied ready for immediate use, complete� New brochure 
with: electrode; stand; buffer powders and battery eliminator. Rosemount's highly successful Series 4000 and 400 I alarm 

Reader Service No. 1 monitors have been used in a very wide variety of 
applications, many of which have been innovative. Sludgepress range 
This new brochure focusses on six representative examples Currently available in 3 belt widths, the Series 3 is a 
developed from actual field experience. They illustrate how development of the Series 2 with increased drainage and 
the special features of the alarm monitor can be used in pressure zones and is capable of higher sludge loadings with 
measurement, monitoring and control applications of everyreduced moisture content in the final discharged cake. 
sort.Ideally suited for dewatering anaerobic digested sludges, 5 
Included are the temperature monitoring of rotating machines, Series 3 units are in operation in Philadelphia, USA and are 
pump performance monitoring, the monitoring and control ofachieving a dewatering rate of 600 kgs solids per metre belt 

width per hour, with the feed containing 3-4% solids W/W processes, process machinery monitoring, pump switching 
and cyclical pumping control. and final cake, 30% solids W/W. 

Reader Service No. 4To compliment the Series 3 Sludgepress range, a pre�
thickener is also available. Mounted above the main press Continued on page 330� 
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